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SYRACUSE What was it like to live and work in Mississippi this summer? Is it possibl e
ROUND-UP to build a truly interracial community in the South? How can nonviolence b e

effective in direct action projects for peace and civil rights in the loca l
community?

Can the peace movement and the civil Tights movement become united in a
common enterprise ?

What can we learn from the civil rights movement? That can they lear n
from us ?

These are some of the questions which will be discussed at the Syracuse Round-up o f
Peace Workers on Saturday, October 3rd from 9 AM to 5 :30 PM . The theme this year i s
"Peace and Civil Rights : The Connection ." Lunch ($1 .50 including morning coffee) is th e
only cost ; and the Round-up will be held at Bethany Baptist Church, 601 Irving Avenue ,

which is only a few blocks from Syracuse U n iversity . The Round-up is under the joint
sponsorship of the Syracuse Peace Council and the American Friends Service Committee (MAR) .

As resource leaders we plan to have the chairmen of Syracuse CORE, who has led th e

nonviolent struggle for equal rights in Syracuse and this summer went to Mississippi ; we ,
plan to have the founder and director of an interracial community in rural Georgia, who

has been active in the nonviolent struggle for both . peace and civil rights ; and we plan

to have a team trained to lead a workshop on the use of nonviolence in the local community

for both peace and civil rights . This workshop will consist both of discussions and role

playing sociodramas in which the audience will participate . A brief outline of the day' s

program follows .

9 :30 REPORT FROM MISSISSIPPI - by Bruce Thomas of Syracuse CORE .

10 :30 ADDRESS by Clarence Jordan of Koinonia Community ,

1 :30 - 5 :30 TRAINING WORKSHOP ON NONVIOLENCE, led by Ross Flanagan and Lawrenc e

Apsey from the Committee on Training in Nonviolence of the New York

Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends .

Special effort is being made to attract high school students to the Round-up, for w e

think this program will be of great interest to them as well . Nancy O'Neill, who direct s

the High School Seminar program for the Middle Atlantic Region of AFSC, will be on hand

to guide the high school discussions . Of course, the students will want to hear bot h

morning talks and take part in the role-playing demonstrations in the afternoon .

RELIGIOUS STRIFE Among the confusion of Vietnamese politics, which resembles a merry-go -
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round more than a government, one influence clearly predominates . That

is the religious issue . The South Vietnamese are more concerned wit h

the threat of religious persecution than with the threat of communism .

The Catholic minority had established Catholicism in a preferred position under forme r
President Diem. Everyone remembers the Buddhist demonstrations and fiery suicides of , las t
autumn that preceded the coup-d'etat from which Buddhist General Khanh eventually emerged
as the dominant figure in the Vietnamese government . So this summer it was the Catholic s
turn to complain, and there were Catholic demonstrations .

Certainly, the religious issue is not so clearly defined as the preceding paragrap h

might suggest . But it is undeniable that strong feelings and deep suspicions exist be-
tween these two religious groups . Many people now regard a strong government as a threat
to religious freedom, and there is no national figure of sufficient stature to unite the

country and put aside these suspicions .

Naturally, this situation is frustrating in the extreme to our generals and diplomat s
who put such emphasis on efficiency and organization . But people's fears are not relieve d

on drawing boards, nor can computers eliminate religious persecution . One cannot pull a

name out of a hat and force a nation to accept him as its leader, as we seem to be doin g

with General Khanh .

We have seen conflicts break out this year all over the world ; conflicts which are
based on centuries of fear and mistrust . The rioting of the Chinese in Singapore, th e
uprisings of Moslems and Hindus in Pakistan and India, the hatred between Greek and Tur k
on Cyprus, the tribal unrest in the Congo, apartheid in South Africa, genocide in Angola ,
and the Arab-Israeli conflict in the Middle East -- all of these will test the wisdom and
understanding of our national policymakers in the years immediately ahead . The technica l
knowhow and organizational expertise at our command will not do the job . The world needs
tolerance, patience and understanding of the kind that has molded our people into on e
nation, based on a myriad of cultures and backgrounds . But these same qualities are als o
desperately needed in our South, in our large cities, and in the increasingly bitter ideo-
logical strife which is our election campaign of 1964 .
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as one pillar of world order?" Harold J . Berman asks that question i n
concluding one of the best articles on our trade policy with the Sovie t

Union that I hove seen . (article in July 8th issue of Harvard Business Review )

One needs a detailed guidebook to determine what goods can be imported from Russia .
For example, crabmeat is "tainted" because it is claimed to be a product of forced labor .
But caviar is all right . Soviet ermine, fox, mink, end muskrat are banned ; but sable ,
squirrel, and Persian lamb are permissible .

A more important barrier to trade is the cumbersome licensing procedure that export-
ers must undergo . Generally an ex porting firm cannot apply for a license until he has a
solid contr-ct . But it costs money to negotiate a contract, and potential exporters ar e
naturally reluctant to initiate export deals .

The Soviet Union tried in 1958 to negotiate a bilateral trade agreement with us, bu t
it was turned down with the explanation that private firms were already free to negotiat e
trade contracts with Russia, and that a formal trade agreement was therefore unnecessary .
But England, France, Germany, Argentina, Brazil, and Nigeria already use such agreements .

Furthermore, it is objected that a government agency has direct charge of all Sovie t
international trade, and how can one force the Soviet government to abide by the customary
procedures of international commerce? The Soviet export—import agency is a governmen t

bureau. But it appears as a legal entity, with capacity to enter into contracts, sue ,

and be sued . It is willing to adapt itself to international trade custom and law, in-
cluding submitting disputes to arbitration . Moreover, the Soviet Union uses gold or
Western currencies, not the overvalued ruble, as payment for goods . The Soviet Union ha s
limited reserves of gold and Western currencies, and it does not use these reserves rashly .

For example, it costs her $60—65 to mine an ounce of gold, whereas the world market pric e

for gold is fixed at $35 an ounce .

Mr . Berman suggests that we negotiate bilateral agreements in the following manner .
We would promise to grant export licenses for certain types and amounts of goods, an d
the Soviet Union would agree to return either money or other goods as its half of the
deal . But a firm would need to be able to guarantee credit, and it was credit trouble s
that almost wrecked the wheat sale last year . A further stumbling block is the extra
high tariffs that are cherged on Soviet goods, frequently three times the rate for th e
same goods from other European countries .

The major point in Mr . Berman's article is one of policy, not procedure . Trade in
itself promotes understanding and peace . It is the beginning of a true world communit y
of nations . Already the pressure of international events is forcing us to reevaluat e
our trade policy, and, hopefully, the wheat deal may be a prelude to further enterprises .
There is an expanding market for Western products in both the Soviet ?Tnion and in Eastern
Europe, and already England and West Germany are taking advantage of this opportunity .
Is the wealthiest country in the world afraid that its businessmen will be outsmarted a t
the trading post by Russia ?

UNRCOONIZED .VICTORY When does the civil rights movement, or any other reforming group
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for that matter, feel that its case has been suffidiently recog -
nizedso that it c n usefully take. part in the already organize d

political processes? At Atlantic City last month the Freedom Democrats from Mississipp i
won the right to two seats at the Democratic National Convention . In addition, the regu-

lar Democrats from Alabama and Mississi ppi were asked to pledge support to the nationa l
ticket as a condition for being seated, and the state organizations were asked to ope n
their membership to Negroes by 1968 . It remains to be seen whether the call to integrat e

the party in the South will be enforced effectively .

When the Freedom Democrats rejected this proposal, they were saying, in effect : "W e
are still excluded from participation in American political life, and your offer does no t
change this basic feet . Therefore, we cannot accept ." The bombings, brutality, and hatred
that they must continually endure speak louder than invitations or promises from a politi-
cal convention .

Yet their story was dramatized throughout the nation by television . And no politica l
organization where only votes count has so fully recognized the moral force of these men
from Mississippi . Theirs was a remarkable achievement, but it was not unqualified recog-
nition .
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